Press release

Cepi welcomes game-changing ideas to support the sustainability commitment of our industry

Brussels, 14 July 2020

Today, the Confederation of European Paper Industries (Cepi) announced the 2020 edition of its annual Blue Sky Young Researchers Award contest.

Because innovation is crucial for the future of our industry, every year, we honour ground-breaking research work with the potential to revolutionise our sector, especially, in a green and sustainable manner, via the Blue Sky Young Researchers & Innovation Award.

Back in November 2011, Cepi published its “2050 Roadmap to a low-carbon bioeconomy” in which research and innovation were given a central stage to achieve the ambitious targets reducing CO₂ emissions by 80%, while at the same time increasing competitiveness and value creation.

Since then, it was decided to give more visibility to research and innovation in the paper sector, but also to focus on the part that young researchers play today and are expected to play tomorrow in building the future of the sector.

Every year, three researchers have been distinguished for their work from all over Europe namely Germany, Netherlands, France, Spain, Finland, Sweden, Poland, Austria, Portugal, Greece, Croatia, Slovakia, Slovenia, but also outside Europe with laureates from Serbia, Russia, Uruguay, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Iran, USA.

“The contest is an opportunity for forest sector researchers and professionals under the age of 30 to showcase how their game-changing ideas, practices, processes, and technologies are advancing the global bioeconomy while sustaining the natural environment. Over the years, dozens of new ideas have been shared by young researchers with all players within the sector. These include bio-based coatings and barriers for packaging, numerous developments around nano-cellulose and their applications but also low-energy production technologies and the valorization of wood components such as lignin and its applications”, said Jori Ringman, Cepi Director General.

In 2016, following the Cepi leadership, the International Council of Forest and Paper Associations (ICFPA) decided to take up the idea and make it a world competition. The ICFPA is an international group representing twenty-eight countries from around the world that liaises with the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (UN FAO) on forest policy development and shares leading practices.
The Blue Sky Awards applicants who put forward the eight best proposals are invited to present their project - in terms of methodology, innovation, feasibility and expected impact - at the digital edition of Cepi annual conference (Paper & Beyond) before high-level guests and top industry CEOs. The shortlisted candidates will attend online personalised public speaking training with an experienced English mother tongue coach, and network with an exclusive group of industry representatives via our online networking tool. The laureates will be automatically submitted to the global ICFPA contest 2020-2021.

Access the call for applications [here](#), deadline for submitting your application: 9 October 2020.

### Note to editor:
For more information about Cepi, please contact Claire Couet, Public Affairs & Communications Director, at [c.couet@cepi.org](mailto:c.couet@cepi.org).

### About CEPI:
Cepi is the European association representing the paper industry. We offer a wide range of renewable and recyclable wood-based fibre solutions to EU citizens: from packaging to textile, hygiene and tissue products, printing and graphic papers as well as specialty papers, but also bio-chemicals for food and pharmaceuticals, bio-composites and bioenergy.

We are a responsible industry: 92% of our raw materials are sourced in Europe and certified as sustainable, 91% of the water we use is returned to the environment, in good condition. We are the world champion in recycling at the rate of 71.6%. At the forefront of the decarbonisation and industrial transformation of our economy, we embrace digitalisation and bring 20 billion value addition to the European economy and €5.5 billion investments annually.

Through its 18 national associations, Cepi gathers 500 companies operating 895 mills across Europe and directly employing more than 180,000 people.